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The observation of the strong suppression of high pT hadrons in heavy ion
ollisions at the Relativisti Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at BNL has motivated a
large experimental program using hard probes to haraterize the deonned medium
reated. However what an be denoted as leading partile physis aessible at
RHIC presents some limitations whih motivate at higher energy the study of muh
more penetrating objets: jets. The gain in enter of mass energy expeted at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN will denitively improve our understanding
on how the energy is lost in the system opening a new major window of study: the
physis of jets on an event-by-event basis. We will onentrate on the expeted
performane for jet reonstrution in ALICE using the EMCal alorimeter.
1. INTRODUCTION
Following an initial hard sattering in e++e−, e−+p and hadron ollisions, high energeti
partons reate one (or more) high energy luster(s) of partiles moving in a same ollimated
diretion. These kind of global objets are alled jets. Parton showering and the subsequent
hadronization whih lead to the partile prodution are known as parton fragmentation.
In ultra-relativisti heavy ion ollisions (HIC), the sene of parton fragmentation is hanged
from vauum to a QCD medium. These partons reated before the QGP formation will rst
travel through the dense olor medium before the jet formation. They are expeted to
lose energy through ollisional energy loss and medium indued gluon radiation [9℄. This is
typially known as jet quenhing. The magnitude of the energy loss depends on the gluon
density of the medium (dNg/dy) or on the number of sattering enters usually quantied
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2with qˆ the transport oeient and on its pass length squared [10℄.
The measurement of the parton fragmentation produts thus may yield information about
the QCD medium. Even if the total jet energy is onserved, the phenomenon of quenhing
should hange the jet fragmentation funtion and its struture. In the former, the manifes-
tation of the partoni energy loss is a derease of the number of partiles arrying a high
fration of the jet energy E
jet
(high z = E
hadron
/E
jet
or low ξ = ln(1
z
)) and an inrease of
the number of low-energy partiles (low z or high ξ) results of the radiated energy. In the
latter, a broadening of the distribution of jet-partile momenta perpendiular to the jet axis,
jT , diretly related to the olour density of the traversed medium is expeted [11, 12℄. Suh
desription would be the ideal senario for the study of jet quenhing under the assumption
that jet measurement is possible in a heavy ion environment. Looking at RHIC Au+Au
ollisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV, one an estimate that more than 350 GeV energy is inluded
in a typial one size R =
√
∆η2 +∆φ2 = 1 [13℄, whereas a similar alulation for Pb+Pb
ollisions at
√
sNN = 5.5 TeV at LHC leads to an energy of the underlying event of 1.5
2.0 TeV [14℄. With suh numbers in mind, one easily understands that jets at RHIC are
very ompliated objets whih make them impossible to disentangle from the bakground.
At suh energies, hard sattering is better understood with single partile and few partile
orrelation measurements [13℄ (setion 2).
At LHC, the piture should be quite dierent as 1 - the multi-jet prodution per event is
not restrited to the mini-jet region ET < 2 GeV but extended to 20 GeV, 2 - the expeted jet
rate at whih jets an be learly distinguished from the underlying event is high. Although
some ALICE physis performanes in Pb+Pb have been presented during my talk, in this
paper, we will onentrate in setion 3 on the p + p ase to show some improvements that
will bring the EMCal alorimeter reently proposed as an ALICE upgrade [7, 8, 12℄.
2. RHIC AND THE LEADING PARTICLE PHYSICS
Observables suh as the nulear modiation fator RAA given by the ratio of A+A to p+p
invariant yields saled by the nulear geometry (TAB) and two and three partile orrelations
have unequivoally shown at RHIC evidene for a non negligeable interation of high energy
partons with a dense olor medium before hadronization [26, 15℄. The use of the word jet
quenhing for the phenomenon whih appeared onsequently is a bit onfusing as it is more
3a suppression of the prodution of partiles with high pT than a suppression of the jets
themselves that is observed. It is also usually the most energetial partile (trigger) that is
orrelated to the assoiated remnants and not the jet itself. Even if this leading partile
physis has already demonstrated its large potential to understand hard sattering proesses
in HIC, it has some limitations that will be briey disussed below.
2.1. p+ p Baseline and strong suppression at RHIC
High-pT partile prodution in protonproton ollisions provides the baseline vauum
referene to heavy-ion ollisions to study the QCD medium properties. It requires the physis
of suh ollisions to be well under ontrol. This is now the ase in the experiments STAR
and PHENIX. As an illustration, PHENIX results are displayed as they presented a diret
omparison of Au+Au to p + p spetra. Figure 1 (top) shows the invariant pi0 yields in
p + p ollision saled by Ncoll for omparison to Au+Au data [15, 16℄. One an see the
really good agreement with a standard NextToLeading (NLO) alulation [17℄. Their
published measurement of high pT inlusive pi
0
ross-setion at
√
sNN = 200 GeV is also
well desribed by NLO perturbative alulations [16℄. A baseline well dened, the hadron
prodution mehanisms in N+N an be studied via their saling behaviour with respet to
p+ p ollisions. Figure 1 shows the omparison of the p+ p pi0 spetrum to peripheral (top-
left) and entral (top-right) Au+Au ollisions. Whereas the superposition of the p+p saled
and peripheral spetra suggests that peripheral ollisions are nothing but a superposition
of nuleonnuleon ollisions, entral data exhibits a lear suppression of fator 45. As
ommented previously, suh observation is emphasized by looking at the ratio of Au+Au
over p+ p saled spetra to build the nulear modiation fator. The result of this exerise
is shown in Fig. 1 (bottom) for peripheral pi0 (squares) and entral ones (irles). Within
error bars, peripheral to p + p saled ratio is onsistent with unity, i.e. with a binary
ollision saling. For entral data, the suppression smoothly inreases with pT to a onstant
suppression fator of 45. Within dierent model interpretations, this observation would be
onsistent with a gluon initial density of dNg/dy ∼ 1000 or a transport oeient qˆ ∼ 3.5
GeV
2
/fm.
42.2. Limitations and rst test of jet measurement at RHIC in p+ p ollisions
There are mainly two arguments in favour of diret jet studies justifying the fat that
the leading partile physis present some limitations or biases. Its rst main limitation is
the fat that for extreme quenhing senario one observes partile emission predominantly
from the surfae. An inrease of the in medium path length, an break the orrelation of the
leading partile studied with its original parent parton. For this reason, the RAA exhibits
small sensitivity to the medium properties [18℄. This phenomenon is denoted as the surfae
bias eet. Moreover, using leading partiles for the analysis, one would be biased by the
utuations indued by the prodution spetrum itself. Due to its steeply falling shape with
inreasing ET , the produed jet with E
prod
T energy will have utuations whih will populate
with a higher probability an energy part of the spetrum higher than an average reonstruted
energy ErecT . Typially, the mean value of the distribution of the leading partiles for a
xed jet energy is about 18%. For a given reonstruted energy interval, the lower energy
jets (mainly produed) that have a harder than average longitudinal fragmentation will
signiantly inrease the average energy fration arried by the leading partiles up to ∼
60% (setion 3.1). It is known as the trigger bias eet [12, 18℄.
Ideally, the analysis of reonstruted jets should inrease the sensitivity to medium pa-
rameters by reduing the trigger bias. It will also allow to measure the original parton
4-momentum as well as the jet struture. Even if the jet reonstrution is impossible in
HIC at RHIC, one an wonder to whih extent jet measurement in experiments suh as
STAR (in p + p/d+Au) and ALICE (in all systems), whih do not use full alorimetry but
an assoiation of harged partiles from traking and neutral partiles from alorimetry, is
feasible. Figure 2 (top) denitively answers this question. It presents the rst measurement
of reonstruted jets in p+ p polarized ollisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV by the STAR experi-
ment [19℄. The inlusive dierential ross setion for the proess p+ p→ jet + X versus jet
pT is ompared to NLO alulations. This measurement has been obtained using a midpoint
one nder algorithm with a one radius of R = 0.4. Both information from harged traks
in the Time Projetion Chamber (TPC) ( aeptane 0 < φ < 2pi and |η| < 0.3) and neutrals
from lead-sintillator sampling barrel alorimeter (aeptane 0 < φ < 2pi and 0 < |η| < 1)
has been stored in a grid of ell size of ∆η ×∆φ = 0.05×0.05. We note: 1 - the pure power
law shape of the spetrum in agreement with NLO alulations, 2 - the jet pT range overed
5up to 50 GeV/c. This measurement is really promising for the physis foreseen in ALICE.
A natural extension to suh measurement would be to study the apabilities of heavy ion
dediated experiments to make preision measurements in order to test pQCD  a la CDF.
The experimental measured Humpbaked plateau obtained by the Collider Detetor at
Fermilab (CDF) on di-jet events ompared to the framework of the modied leading log
approximation (MLLA) and to the hypothesis of loal parton-hadron duality (LPHD) is
presented in Fig. 2 (bottom-left and bottom-right) [20℄. The distribution presented in the left
gure is the jet fragmentation funtion in the variable ξ. The evolution of the distribution
has been studied as a funtion of jet energy and one angle θc around the jet axis. The
MLLA evolution equations should allow an analytial desription of the parton shower for
gluon and quark jets insuring olor oherene eet. The LPHD hypothesis assumes that
hadronization is loal and ours at the end of the partons shower development, so that
properties of hadrons are losely related to those of partons. MLLA+LHPD sheme views
jet fragmentation as a predominantly perturbative QCD proess. A possible study that
an be made is illustrated in Fig. 2, right plot. A MLLA t to these distributions or the
extration of the peak position from a gaussian t should allow to onstrain the determination
of the phenomenologial sale Qeff , the only parameter of the model. It is then interesting
to wonder to whih extent suh study would be aessible to the ALICE experiment. It
would be neessary to rst estimate if, with the expeted luminosity and with the ALICE
aeptane, the di-jet rate would be high enough to perform suh measurement.
3. JET RECONSTRUCTION ON AN EVENT BY EVENT BASIS AT LHC ENERGIES
3.1. ALICE detetors and jet rates
ALICE is a multipurpose heavy-ion experiment [21℄. Here, we will onentrate on the
detetors we have used to perform jet reonstrution studies. The entral traking system
(here ITS+TPC), whih has good PID apabilities, makes ALICE a dediated experiment for
heavy ion studies. It overs a full azimuthal aeptane but is limited to the mid-rapididity
region (|η| < 0.9). Its exellent momentum resolution for harged partiles overs the large
range of 100 MeV/c to 100 GeV/c [12℄. The apabilities of ALICE to disentangle partiles
with good PID down to very low pT should lead to a very preise measurement of the number
of partiles inside a jet, espeially at low pT where strong modiations of the fragmentation
6funtion are expeted in a HI environment. One an notie however that the traking system
is quite slow responding. It would then be neessary to inlude a detetor with exellent
trigger response. This point is one of the two arguments that have motivated the projet to
inlude an eletromagneti alorimeter (EMCal) in the ALICE apparatus. EMCal should
bring trigger apabilities to ALICE and will also improve the mean reonstruted jet energy
as well as its energy resolution. The proposed detetor is an eletromagneti Pb-sintillator
sampling alorimeter with a design energy resolution of ∆E/E = 10%/
√
E and a radiation
length of ∼ 20 X0. It ontains a total of around 13k towers in Shashlik geometry with a
quite high granularity (∆η ×∆φ = 0.014 × 0.014). Its main limitation is probably its not
so extended (η,φ) aeptane (|η| < 0.7, 80◦ < φ < 190◦) [7, 8℄.
Figure 3 illustrates the improvement expeted on the reonstruted jet energy ompared
to the generated one using (top left) leading partiles in the reonstrution, (top right)
only harged partiles, (bottom left) the assoiation of harged + neutral partiles and
(bottom right) an ideal alorimetry ase using a one radius R = 0.4 and a 2 GeV/c pT
ut in Pb+Pb ollisions. The plots present the ratio between the reonstruted energy and
the generated energy as a funtion of the generated energy [equivalent to what would be
obtained with monohromati jets as input℄ (irles) and as a funtion of the reonstruted
energy [equivalent to what would be obtained with a full jet spetrum as input℄ (squares).
As disussed previously, one an see rst that for the leading partile ase the ratio is 18% for
monohromati jets and inreases to ∼ 60% due to the prodution spetrum bias. Then, the
use of reonstruted harged jets improves the reonstruted energy and redues the trigger
bias eet. Finally, we reonstrut even higher energy using also the neutral partiles in the
reonstrution and the trigger bias is drastially redued [12, 18℄.
ALICE will study the whole spetrum of jet prodution from mini-jets (ET < 20 GeV)
to high-ET jets of several hundred GeV. From PYTHIA simulations over a large η range
of ± 2.5, one an note that for ET > 20 GeV, 17% of the produed jets are in the ALICE
duial region |η| < 0.5 and in only 8% of these jet events the bak-to-bak jet-pairs are in
the aeptane. For jets with ET > 100 GeV, the rst number inreases to 26% with the
same fration of di-jets in the ALICE aeptane. With the expeted average luminosity
of 5 × 1026 m−2s−1, the number of jets produed per eetive months of running (106s)
within the duial region |η|<0.5 for harged jet reonstruted using ALICE entral barrel
traking ITS+TPC has been estimated. For ET < 100 GeV, the expeted jet rate is high
7enough even with the limited read-out rate of the TPC so that more than 10
4
jets will be
measurable. For energy jets higher than 100 GeV, triggering will be neessary to be able to
perform fragmentation funtion analysis.
3.2. Expeted p+ p performanes using alorimetry
The tools available for jet reonstrution will not be disussed in this ontribution neither
the expeted physis performanes of ALICE. For really nie disussion on these points one
an already refer to the ALICE PPR II [12℄. Our aim in this last part will be to onentrate
on a study omparison whih has been performed on jet reonstrution in p + p ollisions
using only harged partiles (denoted as C in the following) and harged + neutral partiles
(CN) from full simulation. For suh study, PYTHIA events of monohromati jets of 50,
75 and 100 GeV have been produed and passed through the full detetor simulation and
reonstrution hain using GEANT3. Jets have been simulated inside the EMCal aeptane.
The analysis framework of ALICE for jet reonstrution uses a seeded one nder algorithm
based on the UA1 one nder algorithm [22℄. The parameters and onditions that have been
used for this study have been hosen in order to reprodue the jet nder onditions that
will be used for the jet reonstrution in a HI environment. Studies have shown that in
Nuleus-Nuleus ollisions, beause of the really large amount of bakground energy that is
expeted from the underlying event inside a jet one as well as its utuations, one has to
use experimental triks to redue the bakground eet in the jet nding. It appears that
reduing the one size and applying a transverse momentum ut on partiles onsiderably
redue the bakground energy and eventually allow to learly disentangle the signal energy
from the bakground with a ∼ 40% resolution for a 100 GeV jet (R = 0.4 and pT ut = 2
GeV/) using harged partiles only and pure MC simulations. A 30% resolution is expeted
from pure MC using also neutrals in the reonstrution [23℄.
Restriting to the p + p ase, we show in Fig. 4 (left) the improvement brought by the
alorimeter on the jet one energy obtained after jet nding has been applied. Note that
the reonstruted jets whih have been kept in suh distribution and in the following one
are objets whih are ompletely inluded in the EMCal aeptane. On this spei ase,
R = 0.4 has been used but no pT ut has been applied on harged partiles. The mean is
inreased from 43 GeV in the C ase to 74 GeV in the CN ase. The resolution dened as
8the ratio of RMS over Mean is also improved from ∼ 40% to less than 30%. Figure 4 (right)
ompares the jet energy within the one for varying one sizes (denoted as Erec distribution)
obtained after jet nding in the C and CN ases for 100 GeV jets. Note that a 1 GeV/c pT
ut has been applied and that, in the R = 1 ase, part of the reonstruted jet is outside the
EMCal aeptane. The error bars are the RMS of the energy distributions. Erec inreases
with inreasing R and seems to saturate around 84 GeV. Suh value an be explained by
detetor reonstrution eieny, the pT ut applied, the neutral partiles missed in the
reonstrution outside the EMCal aeptane as well as the non measured neutrons and K
0
L.
The previous gures inluded only jets whih were seleted on geometrial riteria in
order not to be biased by the EMCal edge eets on the reonstruted jet energy. Only jets
whose enter was hosen in a given (η, φ) window assuring all the jets to be inluded in the
alorimeter were kept. Keeping η xed, one an then open the φ aessible window to the
enter of jet and study how the resolution evolves onsequently. This is presented in Fig. 5
(left). φ ∼ 3.3 rad orresponds to the alorimeter edge position in φ. Fig. 5 suggests that
as long as the enter of the jet is taken inside the EMCal aeptane, the resolution remains
aeptable. It quikly beomes worse with the jet enter taken outside the alorimeter. In
this distribution, the rst point is the limit to whih a jet is ompletely inluded in the
alorimeter. The last point tends to C ase even if the energy distribution is a bit distorted
by the neutral ontribution. We eventually end-up this disussion by showing the resolutions
obtained for dierent monoenergeti jet energies in three dierent ases: C with R = 0.4
(irles), CN with R = 0.4 (retangles) and CN with R = 1 (stars). Even if the resolution
is a bit worse for 50 GeV jets, we obtain a resolution lower than 40% in the C ase whih is
really improved by the inlusion of the neutrals in the jet nding proedure. The resolution
with R = 1 is a bit worse than expeted for the geometrial reasons already disussed above.
4. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
Starting from a disussion on RHIC results, we have tried to motivate the neessity to
move from leading partile to jet physis to extrat more information on the jet quenhing
phenomenon. The ALICE experiment, with its traking and PID apabilities, will be very
well equipped for suh studies. A good improvement in the jet reonstrution is expeted
from the inlusion of the EMCal alorimeter in the ALICE apparatus. Some results obtained
9from full simulation in p + p have been provided to show the modiations engendered by
the inlusion of neutral partiles in jet nding. In a near future, we will show the improve-
ment brought by the alorimeter on Pb+Pb ollisions as well as the expeted fragmentation
funtion and its modiation in a HI environment with full simulation.
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Figure 2. Top: inlusive dierential ross setion for p+ p→jet+ X at √sNN = 200 GeV versus
jet pT for a jet one radius of 0.4 (more details in [19℄) Bottom left: omparison of the inlusive
momentum distribution of partiles in jets in the restrited ones of size ΘC = 0.28, 0.36 and 0.47
rad to HERWIG 5.6 preditions (saled by 0.89), for dijet mass bin Mjj = 216 GeV/c
2
. Bottom
right: orrelation between Qeff extrated from a MLLA t and from a Gaussian t for peak
position. Unertainties (not shown) are dominated by the systemati errors [20℄.
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Figure 3. The ratio between reonstruted energy and generated energy, E
re
T /E
gen
T , as a funtion
of the generated energy (irles), for whih the RMS values are shown as error bars, and as a
funtion of the reonstruted energy (squares). The former is equivalent to the ratio obtained from
monohromati jets whereas the latter ontains the bias indued by the input spetrum [12℄.
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Figure 4. Left: jet one energy obtained from the full (PYTHIA + GEANT3) detetor simulation
of 100 GeV jets in p+p ollisions at
√
sNN = 14 TeV in the EMCal aeptane using harged
partiles only in the jet nding (irles) and harged + neutral partiles, neutrons and K0L exepted
(squares). Right: jet one energy as a funtion of one sizes for the same ases as g. left. On this
distribution, a pT ut of 1 GeV/c has been applied on traks.
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Figure 5. Left: jet energy resolution (RMS/Emean) as a funtion of the maximum limit position of
the jet enter in the φ diretion. Right: jet energy resolution of monoenergeti jets of 50, 75 and 100
GeV using only harged partiles with a one radius R = 0.4 (irles), using harged and neutral
partiles with R = 0.4 (squares) and R = 1.0 (stars). In the ase of R = 1.0, part of the jet is
outside the EMCal aeptane.
